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1. ABSTRACT 

 

The objective of this paper is to describe the tools that have been developed to ease the Flight 

Test Engineers (FTE) the execution of Flight Test and ensure the highest quality of the final 

product. This first product is mainly devoted to Production Flight Test (PATM), where the 

profile and the tests to be performed are almost the same for all flights. 

As during the PATM there are many checks to do and many data to gather, the idea was to 

execute in an automatic way as many test points as could be possible. To cope with this 

requirement we have to develop an Automatic Flight Phase Detection in order to start some 

applications in the FTE Computer without any human intervention. 

So, we need a smart assistant to predict the following test points that will be executed. 

In addition of the previous point, it was also needed to send the results of the data gathering and 

calculation to a “Digital Flight Test Card” to avoid the use of paper.  

With both aids, Automatic Flight Phase Detection and Digital Flight Test Card, the efficiency of 

the execution of tests has been highly improved. 

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

 

During the delivery of an aircraft, Flight Test organization has to perform one or more flights to 

demonstrate that the aircraft is ready to be delivered to the customer. This demonstration takes 

place covering the requirements written in a document call PATM (Production Acceptance Test 

Manual). This document contains all the test points, operations procedures and maneuvers 

needed to complete the tests.  

In a general case, it is necessary to make complex calculations in order to identify the flight 

phase, an aircraft condition or calculate a repetitive computation and generate evidences of the 

correct aircraft operation. 

 

3. TRADITIONAL APPROACH 
 

Years ago, this PATM was a paper document that the Flight Test Engineers (FTE onwards) use 

to follow the flight profile and take notes of the results. Afterwards, on ground, this document 

must be introduced in a digital document, database… 

The only source of information was the aircraft itself, which means that FTE have to look at the 

aircrafts instruments and write down the results in the paper document. Obviously this was very 
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inefficient, therefore next approach to ease the job of the FTE and improve efficiency was to 

introduce a Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI onwards). 

Using this traditional FTI, many information displays were available for the FTE, but these 

displays only show FTI parameters or simple calculations with them. Even though, they were 

able to gather much more information from the aircraft to fulfill the PATM, however the 

workload during the flight test was very high and also it was needed a lot of effort after the flight 

to complete the document and to introduce the data in some digital format. 

Some improvement in the process was a must; some aids must be put in place. 

 

4. AMS (ADVANCED MONITORING SYSTEM) 

 

The AMS is mainly composed by the so called SMART OBJECTS. 

This suite was the first attempt to help the FTE collect all the data needed to complete the 

PATM. 

 

A SMART object usually has several phases during its cycle of life: 

 Initial conditions. Check that some parameters or even calculated parameters are inside 

boundaries. 

 Run. During this phase, SMART object is acquiring data and doing some calculations 

until some conditions have been reached. 

 Results. SMART object does some calculations and gives numeric results and the final 

status of the test. 

One example of complex calculations, shown in Figure 1: Smart Object for Stabilizations is 

when some maneuvers needs a previous stabilization. The criteria of validation are based on the 

vertical difference between the values of the linear regression (least squares) in the first and in 

the last sample of the time slice for the following parameters: 

 

• MACH (Speed) 

• SAT (Ambient Temperature) 

• ALT (Altitude) 

• EGT (Engine Temperature) 

• Others 

A manual detection delegates the responsibility of the quality of the stabilization to the intuition 

and expertise of the FTE. By the aid of a SMART object there is an automatic detection based in 

the rule of calculating the criteria of validation every 10 seconds using the data from the previous 

3 minutes.  
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Figure 1: Smart Object for Stabilizations 

 

Every single object contains a set of buttons, status and warnings that manage the smart object 

operations in real time.  

• START  Automatic tasks are started.  

• STOP  Automatic tasks are stopped and data are not deleted.  

• RESET  Reset the component to initial status, deleting all data.  

 

Every Smart Object indicates its status 

• RUNNING Indicates that the component is activated and running automatic 

tasks.  

• FINISHED  Indicates that the component is finished and suggests a result.  

• STOPPED  Indicates that the component has been stopped and all tasks are 

stopped.  

When a component is activated (RUNNING) it starts to perform the programmed computation, 

and when all the computations are finished, it suggests to the user OK or NO OK depending on 

the results  

• OK  indicates that all tasks have been performed and all checks are OK.  
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• NO OK  indicates that all tasks have been performed and some of them have some 

problem. 

However, even if the suggestion has been NO OK, the FTE has the capability to override the 

final output (ie. Minimal discrepancies in some parameters…) 

Another feature implemented in the SMART Object architecture is the capability of generates 

result files. This facilitates the FTE to generate evidences and automatic reports even on board. 

In Figure 2: Smart Object Output File, a sample of this output file is shown 
 

 
Figure 2: Smart Object Output File 

 

With this concept of AMS, the workload of the FTE has been reduced but it is still high in some 

phases of the test flight.  

In many cases, the FTE is late to start the display manually, and we could have five or six smart 

objects in the same flight phase. 

 

Next step is to automatized as much as possible the execution of the flight test points, for this 

purpose ASSPA integrate AMS with automated Flight Phase detection to launch different 

displays when triggered condition are reached. 

 

The final idea is to develop an intelligent enough assistant who manages the entire process of 

accepting an aircraft, in the most autonomous way possible. 
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5. ASSPA (AUTOMATIC ASSISTANT PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT) 
 

 
 

Figure 3: ASSPA Flight Profile 

 

The first step in the process is the selection by the FTE of all test point to be executed. 

We will have several default profiles, which can be modified. 

 

In Figure 3: ASSPA Flight Profile, there is an standard Flight Profile used during a PATM 

flight, the idea behind is that most of the checks to be done may run autonomously, triggered by 

some conditions that predict the beginning of the screen, so we need a: 

 

 Automatic Flight Phase detection. 

What part of the profile are we at? 

Here, we can identify which screens are necessary to activate. 

 Automatic Execution of the Displays.  

What conditions must be fulfilled? 

Here, we can identify when the displays begin to calculate. 
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Once the Flight Phase has been detected and the triggered conditions match some display, the 

display runs automatically. 

We can see in the figure 4, blue displays activated and yellow display running.  

 

 
Figure 4: ASSPA Automatic Display 

 

 

So, we can have the following status: 

 

Additionally, the status information of the display is shown in the main screen and in the Flight 

Profile screen.  

 

Any of these states could be blinking, that means some human input is needed, normally the 

confirmation of a successful display. 

 

Additionally, we have developed an architecture for gathering results and store in a Database. 

From this database is possible to generate a PATM document fulfilled using the DOMA 

Application Framework. 

 

6. DOMA 

 

Document Oriented Monitoring and Analysis is a Framework developed for digitalized a Tagged 

Word document. The idea is to avoid the use of paper on board. That implies that the documents 

used for taking notes with the aircraft parameter results must be written by an automatic system. 

Starting from a Word document, DOMA is able to read the document that has been tagged using 

a strict labeling method which aid to identify the kind of parameter that must be associated with 

 Display waiting for Flight Phase. 

 Display launched and waiting for initial conditions (stabilization, minimum time…) 

 Display running. 

 Display finished successfully and data gathered. 

 Display finished with some errors, data gathered. 
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each token. For example, check-box, boxes for values and tables are associated to parameters 

from FTI or results of the SMART Objects calculations. 

 

 
Figure 5: DOMA Document management process 

 

In Figure 5: DOMA Document management process the overall process is shown; it consists 

on the following steps: 

 

• A Word Document is generated according to a Tagging system rules in order to know the 

parameter associated to each element of the document and also the type of element.  

• DOMA on ground tool (DOMINO) parsers the document and store the information in a 

Database. 

• Before the test, DOMA download the information in a Tablet. That allows managing the 

document in a stand-alone mode. The document is stored in XML format  

• During the test, FTI data is acquired with ALIEN (compact data acquisition system) and 

sent to a Server PC (PREDATOR) 

• During the test, data is gathered and stored in the tabled using XML file. 

• Once the test has finished, in ground, data is uploaded to the database. 

• DOMINO can regenerate the Word Document with the information of the tests needed to 

fill the document. 

 

Figure 6 and 7 show a piece of the PATM word document and how is displayed in DOMA. 
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Figure 6: MSWord PATM document extraction 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Same as Fig. 6 digitalized in DOMA 

 

DOMA application runs on a MS Windows 10 based tablet PC, taking the advantage of touching 

screen, multi-touch capabilities… 
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Inputs in the digitalized PATM document can be one of the following: 

 Direct human input. Only human being can answer 

o A/C is clear for start engines, clear safety area… 

 

 Direct parameters gathered from FTI 

o Height, rpm, speed… 

 

 Simple calculations made inside DOMA 

o Average, minimum, maximum… 

 

 Complex computations coming from ASSPA 

 

Figure 8: DOMA Communication 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Currently, with ASSPA and DOMA we are getting a lot of accuracy and quality in the data 

gathered and reliability when passing each test point.  

Greatly facilitating the work of the FTE and that he is focused on the test being performed 

correctly and do not have to be aware of the data gathering, wasting time on it. 

 

The analysis of each test point is performed in depth in real time, which represents a significant 

saving to avoid subsequent flights to a ground analysis. 

If some point has not been done correctly, the FTE may require repeating it immediately. 

 

With ASSPA, the FTE has a powerful assistant that helps them at all times with the way to go. 

 


